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The Psychology of A Space

W
hile most of us are versed in plant-based food and are aware of the billions of lives it

saves each year, how many of us have considered the additional number of animals

murdered for leather sofas, wool rugs, down comforters, and fur throws? Products

contributing to planetary devastation.

Leather processing plants slaughter approximately 2.3 billion animals per year worldwide, wasting

15,000 gallons of water for each “hide” produced. On top of that, they create chromium-based waste

in bulk on a daily basis, resulting in hundreds of thousands of tons of toxic chrome shavings deposited

in our land�lls each year.  

Poisonous chemicals like mineral salts, formaldehyde, coal-tar derivatives, toxic oils, dyes, and

cyanide-based �nishes are also used in today’s tanning process.  

The wool industry is another guilty contributor. Exploiting and killing millions of animals and using, on

average, tens of thousands of pounds of insecticides per year, causing irrevocable damage to the land

due to overstocking and waste. 

Last, but certainly not least, the fur industry utilizes a soup of toxic chemicals to convert the

decomposing raw skin into marketable material, this to keep it from rotting in the buyer’s closets.  On

top of this add the horri�c breeding, animal exploitation, and abuse.

While these three industries make up a mere fraction of design production elements consumers

innocently purchase every day, the devastation they cause is unimaginable. 

When Deborah DiMare, founder of DiMare Design began designing interiors for those with Sensory

Processing Disorders (SPD), she had no idea of the rabbit hole she was entering. Approaching her
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design projects from a very sensory point of view, she was unknowingly laying the groundwork for

her now award-winning cruelty-free design empire. 

As a young mother on a budget in the late ‘90s, Deborah and her husband were determined to �ll

their new home with beautiful things. Deborah would peruse local thrifty stores and DIY her simple

�ndings into magni�cent design pieces…this would prove fruitful later on.

When Deborah’s twins �nally entered �rst grade, her “part-time design career” launched

unsuspectingly when she offered to help a friend design their home. The end result was so

spectacular, the calls soon came pouring in.

Deborah is all about the psychology of the space. 

Questions like, Where is the nucleus of the home? Is this family connected? Where do they spend most of

their time? Are there any companion animals sharing the space? offer Deborah much-needed information

and details which are used to determine her design approach for each client.

Determined to create healthy neurological and physical development and balance within a space,

Deborah began sourcing materials that didn’t include the chemicals which seemed to offend her SPD

clients and their family members. 

In 2004 her intuitive and trailblazing style landed Deborah a spot on the groundbreaking TLC design

show “In A Fix.” Touted as the show’s Hot Designing Diva, Deborah, along with a construction team,

would rescue homeowners from stalled “do it yourself” renovation projects.

Deborah’s business exploded! Although she was, at the time, quickly becoming famous for her

“cruelty-free” design expertise, at home it was meat on the menu as usual. 

Fast forward to 2014. While conducting her usual chemical-free research, she came across, for the

�rst time, the dog leather industry. Primarily exported from China, dog leather was a material

Deborah had no previous experience with or knowledge of.

“My signature approach comes from my lack of interior design education”
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Shocked and appalled, something clicked. Deborah, for the �rst time, realized her complete ignorance

regarding the full spectrum of animal exploitation and its connection to the work she was being

celebrated for.  

Immediately she began to re-evaluate her family’s traditions. Growing up on Long Island, New York in

an italian family, eating sausage, brassiole, meatballs, and pasta was an everyday ritual. 

“During my entire childhood, our family shared its home with many companion animals, says

Deborah, “But we never made the connection to what we were eating.”

Although Deborah thought she was running a cruelty-free interior design business, she began to

understand she was still contributing to the suffering of animals and vowed to discontinue the use of

ALL animal products. 

“During our interview, Deborah, with cell phone in hand, is frantically texting everyone she knows. She is

actively trying to �nd a forever home for a pitbull she found earlier wandering around the streets of Miami.”

Her decision to adopt a 100% vegan lifestyle came with a hefty workload.

Although she had been focusing on products that were more acceptable to those with SPD, she had

no idea how far and wide the cruelty existed. 

It was not only the animals that were being exploited and used in horri�c ways, it was the child labor,

the migrant workers, the lakes, the streams, the rivers, the ocean, methane issues, and other factors

she now needed to seriously consider in her practice.

Her goal was to now identify all new materials and product resources that re�ected this…and this

was no small feat. Not only was she backpedaling to �nd alternatives to all the materials her clients

desired, she also needed to expand upon that inventory with production companies and materials

that now re�ected her higher cruelty-free standards. 

In 2015, Deborah received a call from a fellow vegan designer in Australia. Filled with questions, the

“Once you see the darkside you don’t go back, right?”
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caller was excited about what Deborah had accomplished. 

Surprised by the call, Deborah asked, “How did you �nd me?”  

“You’re the #1 vegan designer on Google,” the Australian designer replied.

Shocked but inspired, Deborah had been working so hard. It never dawned on her to look herself up

on the internet.  

Motivated by the call and the opportunity to educate others, Deborah launched vegandesign.org.

Vegandesign.org initially offered courses with individual modules for designers as well as clients.

These courses focus on materials, showing her students the processes involved in creating the

materials designers use every day. The virtual platform allowed for individuals from all over the world

to bene�t from Deborah’s expertise and her ability to share her knowledge in a functional way.

She then created another course titled Nursery Design. One year in the making, this course focuses on

chemicals while teaching designers as well as parents how to create ethical kids’ spaces. This course

has also become popular with entrepreneurs – attracted to the ethical process and how they would

apply this to their own business.

Vegandesign.org now offers multiple courses, resource guides, and tip sheets for everyone from

interior designers to caregivers and consumers. There are also industry statistics, consumer trends,

and an impressive list of furniture, including a 100% compassionate custom furniture line and decor

recommendations that would gratify the most discerning customer. Deborah now offers on-site

interior design packages, phone consultations, and most recently virtual design consults.

“Her work is revolutionary, as she’s always aiming to make each and every one of

her clients’ homes remain sustainable, timeless, trend-free, and vegan.”  

~ peerspace.com

Deborah has also been featured in Better Homes and Gardens, LA Times, The Hollywood 
Reporter, Forbes Magazine, The London Press, and Unique Homes just to name a few.

Deborah’s educational presentations on design at international conferences and industry 
gatherings have been attended by thousands. 2 years ago she was invited to speak at The Future 
of Naval Design conference in Italy to introduce successful sustainability practices within 
interior design. She has also provided certi
wellness design practices all over the world.

https://www.vegandesign.org/hire-a-designconsultant
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In November of 2020, Deborah’s signature style and profound impact on the design world was

rewarded when she was featured in the iconic publication Architectural Digest. The article titled “How

to Master Vegan Interior Design” by Cindy Brzostowski explains as plant-based living grows in

popularity and consumers become more health- and eco-conscious, it makes sense that vegan

principles have reached interior design. 

Deborah has recently been named one of The Top 200 In�uencers in the Interior Design Industry

2022 as well as one of The Top 9 Interior Designers of Miami by peerspace.com

Deborah’s advice to any future interior designers:

“Think about who your clients will be. The future of luxury design is a healthy, clean, and natural space 

without toxins, chemicals, or cruelty. 

Our industry must focus on reaching a tipping point when enough consumers are educated and excited about 

this new focus. Then and only then will ‘cruelty-free’ interior designers have the liberty of focusing on that 

market and that market only.”

The dream of Deborah DiMare Design is to produce a TV show – a platform to entertain and educate 

the public about sustainable design choices and cruelty-free materials and processes.




